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Abstract— When driving in urban environments, an au-
tonomous vehicle must account for the interaction with other
traffic participants. It must reason about their future behavior,
how its actions affect their future behavior, and potentially
consider multiple motion hypothesis. In this paper we intro-
duce a method for joint behavior estimation and trajectory
planning that models interaction and multi-policy decision-
making. The method leverages Partially Observable Markov
Decision Processes to estimate the behavior of other traffic
participants given the planned trajectory for the ego-vehicle,
and Receding-Horizon Control for generating safe trajectories
for the ego-vehicle. To achieve safe navigation we introduce
chance constraints over multiple motion policies in the receding-
horizon planner. These constraints account for uncertainty over
the behavior of other traffic participants. The method is capable
of running in real-time and we show its performance and good
scalability in simulated multi-vehicle intersection scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion planning and decision-making are critical for safe
navigation of intelligent vehicles in urban environments.
Challenges lie in the uncertain motion of other traffic par-
ticipants and the difficulty of predicting and accounting for
their intentions and interactions with the intelligent vehicle.
One of the first examples of this problem arose during the
DARPA Urban Challenge [1], where a collision between
MIT and Cornell’s vehicles [2] was caused by the failure
to anticipate the other vehicle’s future intentions and inter-
action. In complex urban scenarios several research questions
arise. In this work we focus on the following two, a) how
to model the interaction between the ego-vehicle and other
traffic participants, and b) how to incorporate the uncertainty
of motion intentions into the motion planning framework.

In this paper we propose a joint approach for behavior
prediction and planning. The approach leverages the strength
of online Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes
(POMDP) for behavior prediction and nonlinear receding
horizon control, or Model Predictive Control (MPC), for
trajectory planning. In particular, we utilize the POMDP
framework to model the interactions between the ego-vehicle
and the obstacles. The estimator predicts the future speed
actions of the obstacle vehicles under multiple motion inten-
tions in the form of policies, while taking into account the
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planned trajectory of the ego-vehicle. Then, we formulate a
nonlinear optimization problem to generate a safe trajectory
for the ego-vehicle. The planned trajectory takes into account
the predicted behaviors of the obstacle vehicles and the
uncertainty over multiple motion hypotheses represented as
chance constraints in the receding horizon framework.

The main contributions of this work are:
• A joint behavior estimation and trajectory planning

method, which utilizes the strengths of model predic-
tive control (MPC) and online POMDPs to achieve
intention-aware navigation for autonomous vehicles in
uncertain urban environments.

• A chance constrained formulation of receding horizon
control that accounts for the uncertainty in the motion
intentions of other traffic participants, over multiple
motion policies.

Finally, we evaluate our approach in a typical intersection
scenario with multiple traffic participants.

II. RELATED WORK

Motion planning approaches for intelligent vehicles, such
as Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT) [3] or Receding
Horizon Control [4] typically rely on a prediction of the
motion of other traffic participants and do not account for
the interaction and cooperation in planning among them.
Imagine for instance the case of merging into a high-density
lane of slow moving traffic. If cooperation is not modeled,
it may occur that all forward paths are deemed unsafe by
the planner and the vehicle freezes in place, unable to make
progress. Yet, a human driver is typically able to pull in by
cooperating with other traffic participants. One way to model
interaction is by assuming that all robots employ the same
algorithm and that they share the avoidance effort, as in the
collision avoidance method of [5], which is over simplified
for intelligent vehicles.

Several other methods have been proposed to model
the interaction between robots navigating in dense crowds.
Interactive Gaussian processes (IGP) [6], [7] model the
trajectories of each agent as a sample from a Gaussian
process and couple the trajectories through an interaction
potential function, but do not scale for real-time applications.
Online performance can be achieved with maximum entropy
inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [8], [9], where a set of
discrete features are employed and their weights are learned
by constructing the appropriate reward functions. IRL is also
employed in [10] by anticipating that the other vehicles will
respond to the ego-vehicle’s action. This assumption could
be too optimistic for some uncertain obstacle behaviors.



Since the driving road is usually well defined, the motion
planner can take advantage of the structure of the road. If a
discrete set of actions is considered for each vehicle, Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) can be
employed for cooperative motion planning and decision-
making [11], [12]. Both works only schedule the speed
action of the robot, which limits their practical application
to real vehicles. To reduce the computational complexity
of POMDPs, [13] assume that all vehicles’ behaviors can
be selected from a finite set of policies, such as lane-
nominal, lane-change-left and lane-change-right and forward
simulate the most likely one. In contrast, we do not limit the
behavior of the ego-vehicle to a single motion policy and
simultaneously take into account multiple motion policies for
the obstacle vehicles. Our planner conserves safety by con-
sidering all motion hypothesis for other traffic participants,
and models the interaction between vehicles in the behavior
estimation.

We rely on the state-of-the-art POMDP solver DESPOT
[14] to compute predictions over the motion policies of other
vehicles and extend the receding horizon planner of [4] to
account for multiple policies and their uncertainty in the
planning process for an autonomous vehicle.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let A denote the set of vehicles interacting in a traffic
scenario, including the ego-vehicle A0 (this is the vehicle
that is controlled with our method), and n obstacle vehicles.
The state z0 of the ego-vehicle and zi of obstacle vehicle i
are

z0 = {x, y, θ, δ, v}, and zi = {x, y, θ, v, g}, (1)

where x, y, θ are the position and heading angle of the
vehicle, δ is the steering angle of the ego-vehicle, v is the
speed of the vehicle and g is the true motion intention of
the obstacle vehicle. For example, in the T-junction scenario
shown in Fig. 1, the motion intention g can be defined as
a binary value in which 0 represents going straight and 1
turning. We denote by z = {z0, z1, . . . , zn} the joint state
and we define the position of a vehicle as s = {x, y}. The
controlled actions u = {uδ, ua} of the ego-vehicle are the
steering speed uδ and the throttle ua.

For a given obstacle vehicle, we consider a set of l motion
intentions G = {g1, . . . , gl}. For motion intention gj ∈ G,

Fig. 1: Example of a typical intersection scenario. The red
rectangle is the ego-vehicle. The other three rectangles are
the obstacle vehicles. The associated curves for the obstacle
vehicles indicate the multiple motion policies.

the trajectory of vehicle i for a time horizon [0,m] is

πi(gj) = {si0, si1, ..., sim},

from which speed vk and orientation θk can be extracted.
For vehicle i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we define the set of all possible

motion policies (under all motion intentions) by

Πi = {πi(g1), . . . , πi(gl)},

and their relative weights, or likelihood, by Pi =
[pi1, . . . , p

i
l]. The behavior estimation accounts for the future

motion of the ego-vehicle via its planned trajectory π0 since
we combine the estimation of the policies Πi and weights Pi

for each obstacle vehicle with the following optimization.
To compute the optimal inputs u∗

0:m−1 for the ego-vehicle,
we formulate a chance-constrained nonlinear receding hori-
zon optimization problem for n obstacle vehicles and l
policies and of planning horizon m,

u∗
0:m−1 = min

u0:m−1

m−1∑
k=0

J(zk,uk) + J(zm)

s.t. z0k+1 = f(z0k, uk), ∀k = {0, . . . ,m− 1}
z0min < z0k < z0max, ∀k = {0, . . . ,m}
umin < uk < umax, ∀k = {0, . . . ,m− 1}
Estimate Πi and Pi given π0, ∀i = {1, . . . , n}
s0k /∈ Bi

k(Pi,Πi), ∀i = {1, . . . , n},
(2)

where J(zk,uk) is the cost in each stage, which usually
reflects the requirements of the motion planning problems,
such as the comfort of driving and the quality of tracking
a reference road, J(zm) is the terminal cost, f(z0k,uk) is
the state transition of the ego-vehicle, z0min and z0max are
the boundary of the states, umin and umax are the boundary
of the actions, and s0k /∈ Bi

k(Pi,Πi)) is the probabilistic
collision avoidance constraint for obstacle vehicle i. This
constraint considers the estimated motion policies and is
described in detail in Section IV-D, where the weighted sum
of Gaussian distributions is utilized to compute uncertainty
ellipses. For a representative example see Fig. 2.

We make the assumption that the obstacle vehicles follow,
for each motion policy, a known reference path. The behavior

Fig. 2: Uncertainty ellipses for the purple vehicle of Fig.1
under two motion policies. sk, sk+1, sk+2 are the estimated
multi-modal position distributions for a given safety level. If
the distributions overlap (sk+1), the minimal area-enclosing
ellipse (dash-red) is computed. Otherwise, the level set of
each independent Gaussian distribution (solid cyan) is used.



Fig. 3: Schema of the proposed method for joint behavior
prediction and planning. P = [P1, . . . ,Pn] are the belief
weights of each obstacle vehicle and motion intention. Π =
[Π1, . . . ,Πn] are the estimated trajectories for each obstacle
vehicle under all possible motion intentions. And π0 is the
planned trajectory for the ego-vehicle.

estimator predicts the speed profiles and likelihood of each
policy. The boundaries of the road are also given.

IV. JOINT BEHAVIOR ESTIMATION & PLANNING

In this section we describe the proposed method.

A. Overview

An overview of the joint behavior estimation and planning
algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The motion planner consists of
three components: a POMDP estimator, a chance constrained
MPC planner and a belief tracker.

For each motion intention and based on the current ob-
servations, the POMDP estimator predicts the optimal speed
actions a1:m of each obstacle vehicle at the current belief
state b(zt). By assuming that the obstacle vehicles closely
follow the reference path, the set of estimated trajectories Πi

is computed for each obstacle vehicle.
A receding horizon optimization is then employed to plan

the future trajectory π0 for the ego-vehicle. To guarantee a
specified level of safety, it considers the estimated trajectories
Πi under all possible motion intentions, with their associated
weights. Then the planned trajectory π0 is be fed back to the
POMDP estimator as the ego-vehicle’s driving policy at next
time step. Meanwhile, the resulting optimal action is applied
by the ego-vehicle.

In Algorithm 1 we summarize the proposed joint behavior
estimation and planning method, which is described in the
following and consists of three parallel processes (estimation,
belief update and planning).

B. Behavior Estimation

We formulate a POMDP to compute the optimal sequence
of actions for each motion intention, which is represented as
a policy tree Πi [14] for the obstacle vehicle i. The POMDP
prediction model consists of six components, including state
space, action space, observation space, transition model and
observation model.

1) State space Z: As we only consider the speed actions of
the obstacle vehicles, their state space can be reduced to their
positions over time. The state of the ego-vehicle consists of
its position and orientation. The motion intention gi ∈ G
indicates the high level decisions of the obstacle vehicles in

Algorithm 1 Joint behavior estimation and planning

1: Π0
0 given by a constant velocity model and b0 by a

uniform distribution.
2: while the ego-vehicle does not reach the goal do
3: // Estimator, Sec. IV-B (Process 1)
4: Online POMDP estimator to predict the obstacle ve-

hicles’ policy during m time-steps ahead
5: Πi

k = DESPOT (Π0
k, bk), ∀i = {1, . . . , n}

6: // Belief update, Sec. IV-C (Process 2)
7: Update the belief bk from observation ok and Eq. (5)
8: // Receding-horizon planner, Sec. IV-E (Process 3)
9: for k ∈ [0,m] do

10: Compute the level set of the multi-policy prediction
for each obstacle vehicle and solve Eq. (8) to
compute the collision constraints Eik(Pi,Πi)

11: Build up equality and inequality constraints Eq.
(13)-Eq. (18)

12: end for
13: Solve Eq. (9) to compute the optimal actions u∗0,m−1

for the ego-vehicle and the planned trajectory Π0
k

14: Execute the first action u∗0 of Π0
k by the ego-vehicle

15: end while

a long term, such as going straight, turning left, turning right,
stopping.

2) Action space A: Similar to [15] the action space is
defined as

A = [Acceleration,Deceleration,Maintain]

These discrete actions are sufficient to model the obstacle
vehicle’s reaction for the ego-vehicle’s behavior.

3) Observation space O: The observation space includes
the information observed from the sensors. The position
and orientation of each vehicle including the ego-vehicle
are directly observable. But the motion intention gi of the
obstacle vehicle i is unobservable. The belief of the motion
intentions needs to be inferred from the received observations
over time.

4) Transition model T (zt+1, at, zt): The transition model
can be decomposed as,

p(zt+1|at, zt) = p(z0t+1|z0t )p(zit+1|at, zit) (3)

where p(z0t+1|z0t ) is the state transition for the ego-vehicle,
which is directly obtained from motion planner, at ∈ A is
the action of the obstacle vehicle. p(zit+1|at, zit) is the state
transition for the obstacle vehicle, which can be interpreted
for simplicity as a discrete differential driving model:

xt+1

yt+1

θt+1

vt+1

 =


xt
yt
θt
vt

+


(vt + a∆t)∆t cos(θt)
(vt + a∆t)∆t sin(θt)

∆θ
a∆t

 (4)

where a is the acceleration applied on the vehicle. And ∆θ
is computed by closely tracking the reference road path. The
reason why we choose the differential drive model instead



of the bicycle model for the obstacle vehicles is that this
approximation of the motion can simplify the dynamics
computation in the discrete POMDP model. Note that for the
ego-vehicle we do consider a bicycle model in the planner.

5) Observation model O(ot, zt+1, at): We assume that the
poses of the ego-vehicle and the obstacle vehicle are directly
observable. The main uncertainty lies on the motion intention
g of the obstacle vehicle.

6) Reward R(z, a): The reward function is chosen based
on driving experience and aims to let the obstacle vehicle
take maximum progress on the road while avoiding the col-
lision with others. The reward value R(z, a) is the immediate
reward that the agent gets at a state z ∈ Z after applying the
action a ∈ A:

R(z, a) = Rp(z) +Rc(z, a) +Ra(a)

where

Rp = βe−
d

2σ2

β is the scaling parameter to make the progress reward
comparable with the other components of reward, d is the
distance from the current vehicle position to the goal loca-
tion, σ controls the variation speed of the progress reward.

Rc =

{
−rc, if s0 ∈ E

0, others

where rc > 0 is a tuned penalty for the collision, sR is the
position of the ego-vehicle, E is the uncertainty ellipses of
obstacle vehicle A, which is introduced in IV-E.

Ra =

{
−ra, if a ∈ [Acceleration,Deceleration]

0, others

where ra > 0 is a tuned parameter for action penalty.

C. Belief Update

A particle filter is implemented to update the belief of each
motion intention gi for each obstacle vehicle i. Since the set
of motion intentions G is finite, the belief over all intentions
forms a discrete probability distribution. The belief update
can be represented by a function bt+1 = τ(bt, at,ot+1) based
on the current belief bt, the action at and the observation
ot+1 ∈ O and under the Markov property.

Based on Bayes’ rule, in each iteration we observe that the
obstacle vehicle moves from position st to st+1, and update
the belief of its motion intentions by:

bt+1 = ηO(ot, z
i
t+1, at)

∑
zi∈Z

T (zit+1, at, z
i
t)bt (5)

where zit is the state of the obstacle vehicle at time t, at
is the action of the obstacle vehicle, O(ot, z

i
t+1, at) is the

probability to observe ot at the state zit+1 reached by action
at, T (zt+1, at, zt) is the transition probability related to the
motion intentions g.

Based on the current belief bt+1, the weights pj ∈ P for
each motion intention are computed as:

pj =
number of particles with motion intention gj

overall number of particles

These weights can also be interpreted as the weights for each
trajectory under the associated motion intention.

D. Probabilistic Collision Constraint

Regarding the uncertainty of the obstacle vehicles’ motion
intentions and the uncertainty of the estimated positions, we
utilize the concept of uncertainty ellipses to do probabilistic
collision avoidance [16]. The uncertainty of the estimated
positions of the obstacle vehicles can be handled by a chance
constraint, which indicates that the collision probability is
under a certain threshold.

We represent the distribution of future positions of obstacle
i by a mixture Gaussian distribution, which handles the
uncertainties under multiple policies. For each policy, we
have a Gaussian distribution representing the position uncer-
tainty at a certain time step. These position uncertainties are
combined in the weighted sum of the Gaussian distributions
as
∑
j pjN (ŝi(gj), σi), where pj is the belief for the motion

intention gj , defined in Section IV-C, ŝi(gj) is the vehicle’s
position under the motion intention gj and σi is the associ-
ated variance. For vehicle i and multiple policies, we denote
by Bi the level set of the mixture Gaussian distribution at
level pε, which is the required maximum probability of a
collision, e.g. 0.1%. The level set is then

Bi := Bi(Pi,Πi) = {s|
l∑

j=1

pijN (ŝi(gj), σi) ≥ pε}, (6)

where the variance on the position uncertainties σAk+1:m are
assumed known. The chance constraint is then

s0 /∈ Bi(Pi,Πi) = Bi ⊕R, ∀i ∈ [1, n], (7)

where Bi(Pi,Πi) = Bi ⊕ R is the Minkowski sum of the
level set and the size of the ego-vehicle R. Specifically, the
ego-vehicle is enclosed with four discs in order to simplify
the collision checking.

The set Bi is shown as the filled area in the bottom right
Fig. 4. It could be possible that the Bi is a connected and non-
convex set, e.g. when two policies are close to each other.
To simplify the collision checking, we find the minimal area
enclosing ellipse (MAEE) to substitute the non-convex set
Bi. It can be computed by minimizing the ellipse area as:

min
A,c

log(|A|)

s.t. Bi ⊂ Ei

Ei = {s|(s− c)TA(s− c) ≤ 1}

(8)

where Ei is the MAEE for the connected set Bi, A is a 2x2
matrix encoding the semi-axis and orientation of the ellipse
and c is a vector representing the center of the ellipse. The
Minkowski sum of Ei with the size of the ego-vehicle’s disk
is denoted as Ei := Ei(Pi,Πi) = Ei ⊕ R. Therefore, the
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Fig. 4: Uncertainty ellipses. (a) shows the position uncer-
tainty as a mixture Gaussian. (b) shows the level set B at the
collision probability pε and the associated MAEE.

ellipse Ei is an over-approximation of the set Bi. If the
level sets of multiple policies are not connected, then the
ellipses given by the level set of each Gaussian distribution
are directly employed. With an abuse of notation, Ei is
also denoted as the set of multiple ellipses if the level set
has multiple disconnected components. See Figure 2 for an
example of the different cases.

E. Receding-horizon Trajectory Planning

To compute the trajectory of the ego-vehicle, we can now
rewrite the optimization problem in Eq. 2 by extending the
Model Predictive Contour Control (MPCC) formulation of
[4] under multiple hypotheses of motion intentions:

min
u0:m−1

m−1∑
k=0

J(z0k,uk, λk)∆tk + J(z0m, λm)∆tk

s.t. z0k+1 = f(z0k,uk)

λk+1 = λk + vk∆tk

z0min < z0k < z0max

umin < uk < umax

bl(λk) + wmax ≤ d(zk, λk) ≤ br(λk)− wmax
s0k /∈ Eik(Pi,Πi) ∀i = {1, ..., n}

∀k = {1, . . . ,m− 1}

(9)

where m is the planning horizon, f(zk,uk) is the state
transition for the ego-vehicle, λk is the estimated progress
on the reference path, s0k is the position of the ego-vehicle
at time step k and Ei(Pi,Πi) is the uncertainty ellipse for
obstacle vehicle i. Each element of this optimization problem
is obtained as follows:

1) Cost function: In MPCC, we define the approximated
contour error êc and lag error êl which regulate the reference
path tracking performance as:

êlk(xk, yk, λk) = tTk

[
xk − xref (λk)
yk − yref (λk)

]
(10)

where tk is the longitudinal direction of the vehicle.

êck(xk, yk, λk) = nTk

[
xk − xref (λk)
yk − yref (λk)

]
(11)

where nk is the unit normal vector of the reference path at
the estimated position.

Thus, the cost function at one time step can be written as:

J(zk,uk, λk) = w1||êck(xk, yk, λk)||2 + w2||êlk(xk, yk, λk)||2

−w3vk∆tk + w4||uak||2 + w5||uδk||2 + w6||θ̇k||2
(12)

where w = [w1, . . . , w5] are tuning parameters. For smooth-
ness we also penalize the inputs.

2) Dynamics: For the ego-vehicle, the bicycle kinematic
model is used to update the state,

ẋ
ẏ

θ̇

δ̇
v̇

 =


v cos(θ)
v sin(θ)
v
L tan(δ)

0
0

+


0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1


[
uδ

ua

]
(13)

where [x, y, θ] is the pose of the vehicle, δ is the steering
angle, v is the speed and L is the length of the vehicle. The
controlled actions of the ego-vehicle are the steering velocity
uδ and acceleration ua.

3) Progress projected on reference path: The progress is
approximated by an integrator with respect to the speed:

λk+1 = λk + vk∆tk (14)

where λk is the estimated progress on the reference path at
time step k.

4) Limits on states and actions: The states and actions
of the ego-vehicle are bounded to model the saturation and
make the driving behavior more comfortable.

z0min < z0k < z0max (15)
umin < uk < umax (16)

||θ̇k|| < θ̇max (17)

5) Road boundary: The road boundary can be used to
limit the vehicle’s position. The lateral distance d(z0k, λk)
of the ego-vehicle can be computed as the contour error
with respect to the reference path, such that d(z0k, λk) =
êc(z0k, λk). Thus, the lateral distance can be bounded as:

bl(λk) + wmax ≤ d(z0k, λk) ≤ br(λk)− wmax (18)

where bl is the left road boundary at the progress λk, br is
the right road boundary and wmax is the upper bound of the
vehicle’s outline, which is projected on the reference path’s
norm direction.

V. RESULTS

We evaluate our method in a typical T-junction traffic
situation with five vehicles. For each of the obstacle vehicles,
we consider three hypotheses for motion intention

G = {Going straight, Turning, Stop}

We recall that for the ego-vehicle this assumption is not
made and a trajectory in continuous space will be computed.
In our simulation we run in parallel four POMDP estimators,
one for each obstacle vehicle, and one MPC planner for the
ego-vehicle. We utilize DESPOT [14] and FORCES Pro [17]
to solve the POMDP and nonlinear optimization problem



Fig. 5: A sequence of snapshots of a simulation of our method. Red line: planned path. Blue line: predicted paths of the
obstacle vehicles under different motion intentions. Dot along with the ego-vehicle: action indicator, red: deceleration, green:
acceleration, blue: maintain speed. Green straight arrow: belief of going straight. Green left arrow: belief of turning. The
size of the arrows represents the likelihood of the action. Red dot: belief of stopping.

TABLE I: Parameters employed in the simulations

Hyper-parameters MPC planner Value
Uncertainty level pε 0.01
Planning horizon m 50

Time interval in planning ∆t 0.1 s
Boundary of acceleration ua (m/s2) −2 < ua < 2

Boundary of steering velocity uδ (rad/s) −4 < uδ < 4
Boundary of speed v (m/s) 0 ≤ v ≤ 4

Boundary of steering angle δ (rad) −0.4 < δ < 0.4

Hyper-parameters POMDP estimator Value
Number of scenarios K 100

Search depth 10
Time interval in prediction (s) 0.1

Discount γ 0.95
Reward for acceleration / deceleration Raction -1

Reward for collision Rcollision -100
Reward for progress Rprogress 50e−

d
32

Acceleration Deceleration (m/s2) 2
Maximum velocity (m/s) 6

respectively. In Table I we detail the parameters used in
our simulation. The policies for the obstacle vehicles are
fixed but unknown to the ego-vehicle. We performed multiple
simulations with randomized initial conditions and motion
policies. All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core
i7-4710MQ CPU @ 2.50GHz×8 laptop.

The simulation result is illustrated as a sequence of
snapshots in Fig. 5, where the red rectangle represents the
ego-vehicle and the blue rectangles represent the obstacle
vehicles. The ego-vehicle does not know the motion intention
and future behaviors of the obstacle vehicles.

Initially, the ego-vehicle maintains equal beliefs for go-
ing straight and turning motion intentions of each obstacle
vehicle (Fig. 5 1©). Since the uncertainty of the obstacles’
motion are quite high, the ego-vehicle decelerates and waits.
When the beliefs of obstacle A and obstacle B are quite
certain (Fig. 5 2©), the ego-vehicle tries to move forward
with consideration of obstacle C’s and obstacle D’s estimated
behavior. Since the POMDP estimator predicts the obstacle
D could possible go straight (Fig. 5 3©), the ego-vehicle
maintains its speed to make sure of the obstacle’s motion
intentions. Suddenly, the obstacle D stops to intentionally

(a) Belief for obstacle A (b) Belief for obstacle B

(c) Belief for obstacle C (d) Belief for obstacle D

Fig. 6: Belief of the motion intentions for each obstacle
vehicle. Blue: going straight; Orange: turning; Green: stop.

give way. Therefore, after the ego-vehicle obtains a high
belief that the obstacle D will stop, it accelerates and makes
the left turn (Fig. 5 4©, 5©). Eventually, the ego-vehicle safely
merges to the traffic. The belief update for each obstacle
vehicle is shown in Fig. 6. And the optimal actions computed
from multipolicy MPC are summarized in Fig. 7.

The computation time of our approach is shown in Fig.
8a. For the scenario with four obstacle vehicles, the average
time for the joint behavior estimation and planning algorithm
was 0.42s. Nearly 78% computation time was spent on the
POMDP estimator since the DESPOT search is expensive.
We observe that the multi-policy MPC solver is much more
efficient with almost 10Hz computational level. Thanks to
the parallelization of the POMDP estimator, good scalability
is observed, see Fig. 8b.

In Table II we summarize the average and the minimal



(a) Acceleration and speed (b) Steering velocity & steering angle

Fig. 7: Optimal control inputs for the ego-vehicle. (a) ac-
celeration (orange) and speed (blue) computed from the
multipolicy MPC. (b) steering velocity (orange) and steering
angle (blue) for the ego-vehicle.

(a) 4 obstacles (b) Variable obstacles

Fig. 8: Computation time for our method. (a) Computation
time for the scenario of Fig. 5 with four obstacles. The first
column shows the overall time of the method. The second
column is the time spent on the multi-policy MPC. The third
to sixth columns are the time spent by the DESPOT solver
to estimate the obstacles’ trajectories. (b) Shows the overall
computation time with respect to the number of obstacles (the
estimation part is parallelized over the obstacle vehicles).

clearance between the ego-vehicle and the obstacle vehicles
over multiple simulations. We compare the joint estimation
and planning approach with the standalone multi-policy MPC
planner without the behavior estimation. In the standalone
multi-policy MPC, we assume a constant speed model to
predict the future behaviors of the obstacle vehicles for each
motion intention. The joint approach keeps a safer distance
from the obstacle vehicles, thanks to the consideration of
interactions in the POMDP estimator. We also observe that
even with a simple constant velocity assumption our multi-
policy MPC planner performs well.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced a joint behavior es-
timation and trajectory planning algorithm integrating the

TABLE II: Average clearance and minimal clearance

Algorithm Avg clearance Min clearance
Joint behavior estimation & planing 7.11 3.05

Multipolicy MPC 6.97 2.88

strengths of POMDP and MPC. As shown in multiple
simulations with up to five vehicles, the method accounts for
the uncertainty on the motion intentions of other traffic par-
ticipants and produces safe trajectories for the ego-vehicle. In
particular, the chance constrained multi-policy MPC planner
is general and can be employed together with other behavior
estimators. Furthermore, the method scales well with the
number of obstacles thanks to the parallelization of the
behavior estimation and the efficiency of code generation
for MPC. Future work will seek to improve the performance
of the estimator and test the method on autonomous vehicles.
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